
Ages 10–14

In this young readers adaptation of her #1 New York Times bestselling
book, Abby Wambach inspires the next generation to find their voice,
unite their pack, and change the world. 

From rising young star to co-captain of the 2015 Women’s World Cup
Champion team, Abby’s impressive career has shown her what it truly
means to be a champion. Whether you’re leading from the bench or
demanding the ball on the field, real success comes when you harness
your inner strength, forge your own path, and band together with your
team. Updated with stories that trace her journey from youth soccer to
the hall of fame, this adaptation of Abby’s instant bestseller Wolfpack is
for the next generation of wolves ready to change the game.

ABOUT THE BOOK

DISCUSSION GUIDE

AUTHOR BIO

ABBY WAMBACH is a two-time Olympic gold medalist, FIFA World
Cup Champion, and the highest all-time international goal scorer for
both male and female soccer players. She is an activist for equality and
inclusion and the New York Times bestselling author of Forward: A
Memoir. Abby is the co-founder of Wolfpack Endeavor, which is
revolutionizing leadership development for women in the workplace and
beyond through her champion mindset, individualized coaching, and
team-bound focus. Abby lives in Florida with her wife and three
children.

At the beginning of the book, Abby writes about being
asked to deliver Barnard’s 2018 commencement
speech and how scared it made her feel. Have you
ever worried you were unprepared or underqualified
for something? What helped you overcome those
fears?

Abby underscores how important rules are to the
structure of the Wolfpack and lays out eight new rules
to help build a new world. Why do you think it’s
important to stop following the old rules? Which new
rule resonated with you the most?

The message of "Little Red Riding Hood" is to stay on
the path and follow the rules, but Abby’s experiences
have taught her how important it was for her to stray
from the path and embrace her inner wolf. Do you
have a wolf inside of you?  

In chapter 2, Abby talks about the gender pay gap and
how, on average, women are paid significantly less
than men for the same types of jobs. How would it
make you feel to learn that you made less money than
someone else for the same job? What do you think
should be done about this?

Rule five is “Be FOR each other.” What are some
examples of what this looks like in your everyday life?
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Presidents, teachers, and coaches are the types of
people we usually think of as leaders. But Abby wants
you to see leaders all around you and realize that kids
can be leaders, too. Who are some leaders in your life?
How do they lead?

When Abby is cut from special training camp, she
learns to use failure as fuel and the value of claiming
her mistakes. What has your experience with failure
been like? What will you tell yourself the next time you
fail or make a mistake?

Abby’s story about her coach Pia Sundhage highlights
the importance of leading with your full self. What does
your full self look like?

While working on her speech, Abby found inspiration in
a TED Talk about the wolves of Yellowstone National
Park. What do these wolves symbolize for you? What
does it mean to you to be part of the Wolfpack?

At the end of the book, Abby writes, “The most
important thing I’ve learned is that what you do will
never define you for long. Who you are always will.”
What’s the most important thing you’ve learned from
Wolfpack?
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